
http://store.sundancesolar.com/how-much-energy-can-a-solar-panel-produce-in-a-day-1/ 





Survey Demographics 







Economic Barriers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monetary benefits are not there because the university pays $0.0525 per kWh while other areas of the city pay close to $0.13 per kWh







http://melanietoye.com/tag/brick-wall/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The university energy rate is the one first brick walls we encountered as a groupTo overcome this we looked for other ways to supplement the cost of the installation for the solar panels



Campus Sustainability 
Revolving Fund 

 Budget of 2 million total 

 Financing sustainability initiatives at the 
University of Saskatchewan  

 Applied and still waiting for approval 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Filled out form



Myths 
“Solar panels can not withstand 

Saskatchewan climate” 

“The roof can not withstand the weight of 
solar panels” 

“Solar panels require excess maintenance” 

“Weak sun intensity in Saskatchewan” 

 

 

http://pureenergies.com/us/yes-solar-panels-can-survive-a-hurricane/ 



http://anemosenergy.com/index.
php/solar-photo-voltaic-power-

development/ 





Why Kirk? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offsetting extra energy use from air conditioningDepartments within buildingAccess



Accessibility 









Participants Comments 

“Many of the classes I have taken have 
discussed how solar works and what it looks 
like, but it would be nice to have a real life 

example that we can see and touch”  

“Interactive learning such as first year labs. 
And using data from them to see how well the 
panels are working in our localized area to see 
the benefits and drawbacks of solar panels in 

Saskatchewan”  



Visibility 



Solar Panels at Horticulture 







Endorsements  

       Brian Daku 

 

 

  

 Toddi Steelman 



Endorsements 
 

 Dirk de Boer 

 

 

     Rodney Johnson 

 







Minimized Safety Concerns 









Summary 

 Student interest 

 Economic support 

 Suitable location 

 Available space 

 

http://buckiethistle.org/solar-panel-sponsorship/ 
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